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If Dad's embrace is
!insive, tell him see
cheek. There are ris‘
i a family affair. ,

Shelby McCallum Of Benton
May Become Speaker Of House

• • •

0

By CAROIJE MARTIN
United Press International
FRANKFORT, Ky. les - State
Rep Shelby McCallum, 45, Benton,
a busnies associate and close personal friend of Gov -elect Edward
T. Breathitt appears to have the
inside truck for the job of speaker
of the. House during the 1964 Generailasembly
But three young attorneys, who
&ill be serving their second terms
In the House next year, quite openly
were advancing their candidacy durleg the past special session which
closed last week At least two others
were also being mentioned.
House Speaker Harry King Lownum, 50. Ashland. who had presided oier the House in 1960 and 1962
vies defeated in his bid for re-election this fall.
Beedee McCallum. those whose
ovtitiw, were being offered as Lowman's successor included Reps Richard Frymire. 32. a Madisonville attoiney: Julian Carroll. 32. Paducah attorney: John Swinford, 31.
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None Injured
•In Accidents
On Weekend

e

-Several aecidents were reported
this morning to the Leciger di Times
by the Murray Police Department.
The accidents occurred on Friday
and Saturday.
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Saturday at 11 . 11 p m Thomas
refferson Morris of Murray Route
Three, driving a 1958 Pontiac. was
coining into Murray on Highway 94
and the Police report said the driv.er lost control of the car and hit
the large Railroad electric stop and
go sign completely demolishing the
sign. Betty Lou Stamps of Medisonville Route Two, a passenger
In the car. and Morris were reported to have been injured, but according to the Murray Hospital
%hey were not admitted there.
At 5:06 p. m. Saturday Chester
Ar thur Perry. 205 Pine Street. drivine a 1962 Ford. stopped for the
foer-way stop sign at 12th and
Main and his car Was hit in the
rear by Gerald Raze Allen of 1101
rein who was driving a 1962 Ford;
the Police said.
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Another accident on Saturday at
:30 p. m. at North 4th and Veal'hat Streets occurred a.s Mary Burkeen Phillips of Dexter Route One,
driving a 1956 Ford east on Walnut,
said she didn't see the 1955 Buick
being driven north on 4th Street
by Rex Stone of Almo Route One,
and palled, out in front of him, according to the Police report. Extensive damage was said to have
been to both cars, but no injuries
were reported.
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HP. Two accidents were reported on
Friday. The first happened when
Marvin Hill of Murray Route Four
was going ease on Sycamore and
turned left into South FourtieStreet.
His brakes failed and the truck
knocked down six highway posts
and one stop sign, the police report
showed.
Friday at 4:50 p. m. E. B. Branddoe drivinit a 1963 Chevrolet pickup.
-i(tempted to pass the 1954 Chevrolet pickup being driven by Billy
Wayne Wells of Earlington as Wells
started to turn left off Highway 641
• int.:, Peggy Arui Drive. Police said
Br anclon said he didn't see Wells
give a left turn signal and Wells
said he thought he did give a
signal to turn. Brandon hit the
Well's truck in the rear end with
the right front fender of truck.

CynthiJna attorney: Fred Morten,
48. Paducah insurance agent, and
Dr. Mitchell B. Denham, 51, a
Maysv.lbe physician.
Logical Choke
Speculation as to LOWMall'S successor was a chief topic of conservation during the, special session. Several sources consider McCallum, a
radio station executive, as the logical choke. He is a partner with
Breathitt in ownership of a Ft.
Campbell station
But some observers feel the relationship betweeit the two is "too
close." However, others claim this
is exactly what makes it logical for
McCallum to get the nod.
But a geographical problem may
swing support away from McCallum.
Rep R. P Moloney. the House Democratic leader, said. "The next
speaker will not come from Western
Kentucky" Moloney reportedly fa-
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Westeni and south-central Ken- Considerable cloudiness,
tucky
rather windy and cold with a few
*snow flurries today. High in the
mid to upper 30s. Partial clearing
and colder tonight. Low In the low
to mid 20s. Tuesday partly cloudy
and wanner.

Walter steely. age 91. died

Sunday
at 2:30 p m at his home on Hazel
Route Two.
The deceased is survived by two
daughters. Miss Reble Steely of
Hazel Route Two and Mrs Mettle
Lee Buster of Ferndale. Mich one
son. Aubrey Steely of Murray Route
Four: six grandchildren

Rabbi James A. Wax

abbi Speaker
On The Campus
On Wednesday

vors Seinford.
Both Breathitt and Lt. Gov.-elect
Harry Lee Waterfield are from
western Kentucky So is McCallum
Dr. (Rabbi) James A. Wax of
--and for that matter, so are FryTemple Israel in Memphis. Tennmire. Carroll and Morgan.
essee will be the guest speaker at a
On Wrong Side
special meeting. on Wednesday. DeBesides their youth. some observ- cember 11, at 7:00 p m. in the ballers contend that Swinford and Fry- room of the Student Union Buildmire are out of the running because ing
they -straddled the fence" during
Sponsored by the Murray State
ths primary campaign in which College Religious Counce, Dr. Wax
Breathitt defeated former Gove A. B. will speak on the topic "What We
Chandler.
Hive in Common." The public Is
Carroll was a Breathitt supporter cordially invited to attend.
ninth
his
serving
Morgan,
earlier
Dr Wax studied at Missouri State
term, has been a floor leader and Teachers College and Washington
But
experience.
legislative
is rich in
University He did graduate work
he was a Chandler supporter.
at the University of Chicago and
is
He
darkhorse.
a
is
Denham
received his M. A Degree from St
consrdered acceptable to the Brea- Louis University and his D. D DeMcappears
it
if
organization
thitt
gree from Tueculum College in 1052
Callum should not be the choice. He was ordained at Hebrew Union
for
selections
caucus
Formal
College-Jewish Institute of Religion
speaker and other key legislative In 1941. receiving his M. H. L. Dea
at
week
next
made
be
posts will
gree
pre-legislative sessmn at Kentucky
He has been spiritual leader of
the
But
Park_
State
village
Dam
Temple Israel in Memphis since
say
final
the
has
usually
governor
1946.
and as in the past Democrats are
He is the author of "Isicior Bushchoice.
his
to
adhere
expected to
Amesican Patrict and Abolitionist:"
must
Breathitt
question
The big
-The Jews of Memphis. 1865-1900;
answer is who would be the most and co-author of "Our First Counspeaker's
the
in
sit
to
effective man
try"--41 history of Temple Israel.
seat and get administration legisla- Memphis.
unsometimes
the
nen passed in
Dr. WaA is the receipient of the
wiekly House. "
Distingotehed Citizenship Award for
1956 presented by the Newspaper
Guild of Memphis and ca-recipient
of the Outstanding Citizens Award
for 1956 by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
The rabbi is a member of the
Executive Boards of many organizations inceuding the Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts of America;
the Merephis Adult Education Coun-- Frank
STATELINE, Nev
cil; the Memphis Urban League and
gunat
kidnaped
was
Sinatra Jr.
the American Jewish Historical SogamblTahoe
Lake
point from this
ciety and is a member of the Board
police
and
night
Sunday
ing center
of Teustees of the Tennessee Dein two states issued arrest orders partment of Mental Health, to
as
desperados
naming two young
which he was appointed by the
suspects.
Governor of Tenneasee. He also befollowing
was
Young Sinatra. who
longs to the American Jewish Comin the footsteps of his famous father mittee and the Central Conference
his
as a singer. was forced from
of American Rabbis.
motel room shortly before he was
The rabbi lectures on college
gambling
to perform at a plush campuses under the auspices of the
casino.
Jewish Chautauqua Society, an orA young musician who was with ganization which creates better unSinatra was bound and gagged and derstanding of Jews and Judaism
warned by the gunmen. "Don't move through education.
for 10 minutes if you want to see
the kid again."
The FBI identified the two suspects in the kidnaping as Jaseph J.
Sorce. 23, and Thomas Keating, 21.
They were armed with a sawed-off
-Crown Him Lord of All" is the
shotgun and a .45-caliber pistol and theme of the special programs planwere described as -extrernenly dan- ned by all Woman's Missionary Sogerous."
various Baptist
cieties of the
Sorce and Keating escaped from Churches in Galloway County durDouel vocational institution in Cali- ing this week.
fornia last Oct. 26 and are Wanted
This week is designated as a
for questioning in connection with special time for prayer and study
two California bank robberies last for the work of the foreign mismonth.
sions The various erotism will be
meeting in the churches and the
hot es to study the, programs in the
Royal Service magazine or other
Bible studies.
During this week the Lottie Moon
FORT EUSTIS, Va. ATITNC) - Christ-mas offering will be taken
Army 2d Lt. Jerry T. Shroat, son In the churches This offering is
of Mr. and Mrs John H.' Shnotte used for work 'in the foreign mission
Murray, Ky., was assigned in mid- field and is named for Miss Lottie
Ncneenber to the 4th Transportation Moores who was a missionary to
Command at Fort Eustis, Va.
China. The goal for this year for
Lieutenant Shroat, a platoon lead- the Southern Baptist wciirien is e11,er in the oonanande 150th Boat 850.000.
Battalion, entered the Army in September 1963.
WOODMEN MEF.TING
The lieutenant is a 1950 graduate
The Hazel Woodnwn Camp will
of Murray College High School and
a 1963 graduate of Murray State have a business meeting at the
Woodmen Hall tonight at 7:00 p m.
College.

Frank Sinatra
Jr. Kidnapped

Special Programs
Planned By Church

Jerry Shroat At

Fort Eustis, Virginia

,OCS

Walter Steely
Passes Away
Yesterday

Funeral service's will be held at
the eaten Plain Church of Christ.
Tuesday at 10:30 a. m. with Bro.
Jay Lock.hart officiating
!Settee pallbearers will be Gene
Steely. Walter Lee Steely. Howard
Steely'. Dan Steely. Wayne Darnell.
and Herbert Alton. grandsons and
grandsons-in-law,

V1FQUES ISLAND, P U ER T 0
RICO iFHTNC) -- Marine Private
First Class Larry Jones, son of. Mr
and Mrs. L. V. Jones of Route 5,
Murray. Ky., is serving with the
Flaealion Lenders Team
of the
Sesond Marine Division Camp LeN. C.
The team is currently participating in amphibious lending exercises
at Vieques Island, Puerto Rico.
During a tecent exercise the team
landed on the Vieques beach and
within a few hose. had conipletely
established a beachead, including
vellecies and equipment.
visited during the thre*mlenh exercise will be St. Thomas.
in ,the Virgin Islands. Sam Juan.
Fertrto Rico; and Kingston, Ja!eerie

gPort,,

Inaugural Program
Sit For Tomorrow

liIRANKPORT. Ky 1:?1 -. Here
Burial will be in the Green Plain
cemetery with the Miller Funeral is he inaugural program for TuesHome of Hazet in charge of the ar- j de*.
I p. in. - Presiding. former Gov.
rangements
Lawrence W. Wetheriay,
Natichal Anthem by University
of Kentucky band.
Invocation by Rev. Marvin Whitmer. First Methodist Church, Hop-

Kirksey Residents

Des In Pachwah

Lawsser. H eanders. age 86. life
long resident of Kirksee. died Saturday' at 4 p. tn. at the. Western
BaetiO Hospital following a long
illness.
Sanders %iris a retired pairrter and
was secretary of the Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge for more
than 50 years and was known as
'%fr. Woodman." He was a meenber
of the Kirksey Methodiaft Church,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs
Etta T. Sanders; two brothers. Dennis Sanders of Benton and Glenn
Sanders of Detroit Mich.: a number of nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held today
at 1:30 p m. at the Roth Funeral
Chapel with Rev. Johnson Easley
and Bro. Connie Wyatt, both of
Kirksey. officiating. Burial was in
Oak Grove cemetery.
Pallbearers were Paul D. Jones,
Max B. Hurt. Baron Palmer. Hansel
Ezell. Carl Usrey. and Mabra H.
Travis.

Parade At 10:00 O'clock To
Open Day Long Festivities

Larry Jones At
Camp Lejeune, N.C.

By CAROLF MARTIN
United Press International
FRANKFORT, Ky. UP1.I - Kentucky's largest inaugural parade
containing more than 160 units will
move th:augh this state capital
city Tuesday in advance of the inauguration of Edward T Breathitt
as the commonwealth's 47th governor.
It is "is first in, a series of dayvents highlighting the inlong
tivities which sill be napaugurs
ped Meade' night with the inaugGov.-elect Ned Breathitt
ural
is the first Christian
Iis
BrcL"a
County eative to become governor
and he is the 35th lawyer elected to
the post Six soldiers, two newspapermen, a farmer, a surveyor. a
etene mason and a physician also
Dr. Harry M. Sparks head of the have saved as the state's chief
Murray State College Education and executive
lesyshology department, has been
Parade at 10 a.m.
granted a leave of absence by the
The parade opens at 10 a.m. and
Ccllege Board of Regents during Dr.
Sparks' term as • tate superintend- the inaugural ceremonies are scheduled on the Capitol steps, at 1 p.m.
ent of public instruction
Appointed by the board to serve Gov. Breathitt will hold his initial
sa head of the department during press conference as the state's chief
Dr. Sparks' ab., lice is Dr Don executise at 4 pm. and from 7:30
p.m. te 10 pin a reception will be
Hunter.
---------

Dr. Sparks Gets
Leave Of Absence

81 Perish as Jet
Explodes In Air

"My Old Kentucky Home." sung
by Kentucky Stets College chorus.
Welcome address by Mayor James
W. Flynn Frankfort.
Address. retiring Gov. Bert Combs.
Address, Lt Gov.-elect Harry Lee
We terfield.
address. Gm;-elect Edward Breath/h.
inistration of oaths of office
•
'•iristian Circuit Judge Ira D.
Smith.
passenger fatality rate since the
By JOHN KADY
eenediction, Rev John C. ChenI beginning of the year stood at 0.09
United Press International
elite First Christian Church, FrankIper 100 million miles of flight ELICTON, Mc! CPT. --- A Pan Am- a safety record exceeded ones by
fort.
erican World Airways jet which eye- the 007 rate achieved in 1954.
19-gun salute to new governor.
witnessee said was hit by lightning
Clay Holland. a gas station owner
fell in flames last night. All 81
on heavily traveled U. S. Route 40
aboard perished.
near the crash site, said he saw
Investigators sped to the scene of
lightning hit the plane followed
the disaster, which happened at
immediately by two explosions.
8:28 p m. (ROT) the exact moment
Robert T. ieregg. whose home was
at which the grim metallic voice of
the pilot told the Philadelphia con- almost hit by the plunging wt, said
he brother saw 0 flash of lightnint
trol tower:
which he believed struck the plane
"We're going down in flames."
What brought fiery death to the Other eyewitnesses who were not
73 passengers and the crew of eight 90 positive of an actual lightning
Principal Eli Alexander has an- on the giant Boeing 701, which had strike reported seeing flashes about
nounced the honor roll for the sec- just left Baltimore Friendship Air- the time of ths crash and there was
ond six weeks' period at Murray port for Philadelphia alter a flight no doubt the Jet was-in or near an
The annual general Christmas High School. The following students from San Juan. P. R. was a my- electrical storm. Two said the plane
meeting of the Murray Parent- achieved the 2.50 or 'oetter standing stens But numerous eyewitnesses 'was -a ball of fire" before it hit
Teacher's Association has been for recognition.
insisted they saw lightning strike the ground and our woman told
Seniors
changed to Thurale
night. Dethe plane or flash near it, followed reporters sit lookea like the sky was
cember 19 in the ssiaol
Beverly by at least one and possibly two falling apart."
2.50;
Bel
Marion
The program will eeg a at 7:: 0
Jewell, 2.75; mid-air explosions.
etane
Planes Are Protected
'Brooks.
Mrs. John Bowker will present Greg PE
h. fiS Patty Pasco. 2.50;
Unsure Of Figures
. The CAB's accident files contain
members of the Neuss Departeient Kitty ..y. 2.ee: Are; Kay Sanders,
=reline to Pan American the no previous case in which lightning
in -Song of Christmas"
San Juan with 143 persons. -itself has destroyed a modern metal
jet
0- :Se \',': . 2.60.
PTA President Mrs Howard KoeJunlsrs
ed 71 in Baltimore and airliner. Planes are protected from
disch
nen urges all members of Austin,
ff for Philadelphia - bolts by tiny impregnated strips
Nancy Cowin, 2.80; Phyllis Flynn. then t
Carter. Robertson and Murray High 280: Beverly Goode, 3e; Benjie the final d
ion it never reach- on the wings and tail which. act as
divisions to enjby this joint meet- Humphreys. 2.80; Trudy Lilly, 2.60! ed.
tiny lightning rods.
ing.
of Carmen
Static discharge, however-causHowever, the husba
Ronnie Ragaiale. 275; Peggy Robsaid at ed by an aircraft enterine the elecertson. 3.0; Phyllis Jane Saxon. 2.80: Davila, one of the vict
;Mary Kathryn Youngerman. 3.0.
the airport in Philadelphia that his trical field of a charged cloud or by
Sophomores
wife had their 48-day-old infant friction of particles like wet snow
Carol Champion, 2.80: Judith with her. Pan American could nei- 'Jr rain-did cause on major air
Hargis. 3.0, Rita Hurd, 2.60: Shirley ther confirm nor deny this saying disaster. a TWA Constellation which
blew up near Milan. Italy, in 1950.
Harold Williams. 14, Murray, has Lyons, 2.80: Malawi McDaniel, 2.60; that they had such listing
While the big four-engine jet was The Italian government's investigabeen granted a junior membership Mary Jo Oakley, 3.0: Mary 'Keys
in the American Angus Association Resell. 2.60; Max Russell, 2.60; en route northward. the FAA air tion desciceed that static discharge
at St Joseph. Missouri. announces Vicki Spiceland. 2.60: Lynn Stranak, traffic control center ordered it • ignited a residue of fumes in an
. • 3.0: Eddie West. 3.0; Steve West, into a circling holding pattern over empty wing fuel tank, Neither
Frank Richards, secretary.
New Castle. Del., to await the final [ lightning nor static discharge is
His new junior membership, is- 260.
Freshmen
approach clearance it never re- supposed to be able to Ignite fuel
sued during November. enables him
Nancy Baker, 3.0: Melanie Boyd. ceived.
to register his purebred Angus at
The jet fell in a cornfield near I The CAB undoubtedly will draw
regular membership rates and en- 3.0; Steve Brown, 2.75: Ann Dunnetitles him to the privatizes of the way. 2.60: Ann Griffin, 2.60: Sylvia the Maryland-Delaware state line, on the evidence nom that 1960
Association until he reaches the age Hale, 3.0: Alice Heck. 2.50: Russell missing a suburban home. by 100 • crash in its press. of Sunday night's
of 21. At that time he will be eli- Howard, 2.56; Beverly Jones, 2.60: feet. Part of the wreckage dug a !disaster, The Pan American plane
gible to convert to a lifetime mem- Dan Miller. 3.0; Roger Melton. 2.78; shell-like crater 15 feet wide and was cn the last short leg of its
Laura Moss, 3.0; Theressa Resig, six feet deep in a two-lane ma- :scheduled trip arid one or more ol
bership in the Association.
cadam road next to the cornfield. its tanks may have been empty
Harold was one of 222 young 2.80; Linda Ryan, 2.60.
8th Grade
The U. S Weather Bureau said a execpt for a trace of fumes.
people in the United States to reby
accompanied
last
junior
ceive
memberships
Beth Blankenship, 2.56; Jan Coop- thunderstorm
month
er. 2.99. Linda Darnell. 2.89; Steve lightning, thunder and heavy rain
THREE GRASS FIRES
Hamrick. 2.80; Ada Sue Hutson, swept the Wilmington. Del., area

Murray High
Honor Roll
Is Released

Christmas Meeting

Of PTA On 19th

Harold Williams Is
Junior Angus Member

Instruction Meet
Held By KiWanis
Officers elect of the Murray Kiwants Club attended an officers'
Instruction meeting yesterday afternoon. at Princeton, Ky.
The epimi. ting was held at the
Princefon Country Club and attended by- officers of the First District of Kentucky-Tennessee Kt-.
.
-.
wards International.
Local Kiwanis members attending were Arlie Scott. Maurice Christopher. and Bob Jones, President,
Secretary and Treasurer respectively.

2.89; Dwight Moody, 2.75: Susan
Nance, 2.119, Beverly Paschall, 2.67;
Steve Smith, 2.78; John Smotherman, 2.80; Davit Wall, 2.56; Lynn
Whayne. 2.89; Linda Willoughby,
2 75.
7th Grade
Cynthia Alexander, 2.60: Guy Battle, 2.60: John Belote, 2.60; Charles
Heck. 2.60: Wayne Henry. 2.50i Ricki
Hodges, 2.80: Bill Pasco, 2.60; John
Quertermouss 3.0: Esabelle Ray
280: Jan Reagan, 2.56; Kathy Rowlett, 3.0: Don Shelton, 2.80; Gary
Taylor. 2.60: Robert Taylor, 3.0;
Jennifer Trotter, 2.67: Judy Wahl,
2.56: Michael Ward, 2.60; Greg
Wilson, 2.60.

shortly after the crash.
-CAB Investigating
The Murray Fire Department ansThe Civil Aeronautics Board CAB wered three calls on Saturday afttook over the investigation, aided ernoon They were all grass fires as
by representatives of the airline. follows: 1:10 p m.. 905 Sycamore:
Boeing Co.. the Federal Aviation 2 p. m.. 1513 Sycamore: and 2:56
Agency FF'A and the Air Line Pilots p. m., 16th and Olive Streets.
Association. FBI agents also were ,
present to aid in victim identification as well as investigating any
possibility of sabotage.
But weather, not sabotage, appeared to offer the moat obvious
clues to the crash which ruined I
what was shaping up as the second safest year in the history of
the nation's scheduled airlines.
Until Sunday night's disaster, the

56/6/6-ilgel,
2 4:e
eat

team-44

held in the governor's conference
room at the Capitol.
Four inaugural balls will be staged in the evening. One at the Capitol. and others at the Stagg Clubhouse, National Guard Armory and
Veterans of Foreign Wars Clubhouse.
Breathitt plans to appear at all
of them.
The new governor, who hails from
ilopkinsville, will succeed Beet
Combs as the commonwealth's chief
executive. Combs recently purchased
a home in Lexington and announced
intentions of going into private law
practice.
However, over the weekend there
was a report he aught accept a
temprury professorship at the University of Messachusetts to teach
part-time basis politics and
on
government ender a Ford Foundation program.
Announcement Later
A formal announcement on this
matter is expected later in the
week.
The parade will move east on
Main Street in Frankfort then across Memorial Bridge and south
on Capital Avenue to the Capitol
and past a reviewing stand where
Breathitt. IA. Gov -elect Harry Lee
Waterfield and other state officials
will see it.
-the firs division will contain
three high school bands from Hopkeisville and Christian County Breathitt's home area.
Among the other units in the
parade will be the Murray State
College. the University of Kentucky
And Unisersay of Louisville bands,
National Guard wilts, special float,
from county widget itgenizattelaii
end other groups.
The parade is expected to last two
hours.
Gov.-elect Edward T. Breathitt
Senciey announced the appointment
if K..thereie Peden. Hopkinsvill.
bruedcastang executive and nationslly thown women's business leader,
,e stete commerce conim.ssioner.
el.ss Peden, a former national
president of the Business and Proeiesional Women's Federation of the
_iuted States, will be the commonstellate first a um an commerce
commissioner.
She served as Breathitt's state
xonien's campaign chairman during
primary and general elections
this year
In announcing her appointment
Join his home here. the governor_est called Miss Peden. sA caperile
....a tireless worker whose wealth
of contacts in the business world
ill enable her to contribute significantly to Kentucky's economic progre SS.
James H. Nutter. commerce comeessioner in the present admin.'ssetion, will become asseeiate comrniasionee. .
A native of Hoplunsville. Muss
Odell was a schoolmate of Breathitt at Hoplaneville High School,
where she *as voted "Most Likely
to Succeed.- by her classmates.
She Is vice president and station
director of radio station . WHOP
here. and partner in radio station
WNVL: Nwholasville.
She is the only %omen ever elected to the executive committee of
the Kentucky Broadcasters Association tKBA).
During a two-year period as press
',dent of the Women's Bu.siness and
Professional W o in en's Federation,
she visited each of the 50 states and
27 foreign countries.
The youngest %%Oman ever eleceed
to heal the federation, she"-Wiw
holds an international office' as
membership chairman.
She ass a member of the late
President Kennedy's Commission on
the Status of Women, and was present :it the White House when the
two-seur report was
eresemed Co the late Chief Executive.
In le60 she was appointed to a
four-year term as the only woman
on the five-member staterePersontiel
Loard to esteblish and administer
Kentucky's first Merit System for
state employes. She resigned last
year to participate in the Breathitt
campoign.
--le° MEET TUESDAY
The Murray Monufacturing Wives
Club era have a dinner meeting at
the Triangle Inn on Tuesday. December 10. at 6 p.m. Gifts will be
exchanged.
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Statement Is Made
By Senator Morton
On Floor Of Senate

THE LEDGER Et. TIMES 'Balanced

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.2anisolaiiition of the Murray Ledger, The Calloa ay Tunes, and The
Mies Hera,d, Octobee 20, la2a, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 142.
JABSES C. WILLIAMS PUBLISHER

•

Ticket Seen
For 1964

Senator Thruston B. Morton made
.the following statement on the floor
of the senate on Tuesday November
28

We reseave the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editar,
or Public Voice Items which, In our opinion, are not for the best Mien'Lot our residers.
By LYLE C. WILSON
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500
United Press International
&Liaison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.
The balanced ticket. ea-called, is
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich
likely to make as appearance next
as
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transraission
year in mesidential politics BalSecond Class Matter.
anced taliets are oki beat us the
cites of the North' and East
SUBSCRIPTION FtATES. By Carrier In Murray, per week 20c, per great
It is customary in New York City
month 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counLes, per year, $4.50. aimpolities. for example, to caseribute
anert, $800.
notninatioils for municipal office
"The Outstanding Civic Least at a Community is the
among the religious and racial minorities and majorities. This tenially
listagrity at its Newspaper'
produces a municipal ticket on
DECEMBER 9. 1963
MONDAY
which are represented Jews, Pro-

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRiSS INTERNATIONAL
WA.H.INGTON - President Johnson. explaining the recent reduction in civilian employes of the Defense Depart•
ment:
"We don't want to just be a tightwad . . but we do want
W see that money is prudently expended, and if Defense Secter' Robert McNamara can effect a reduction of 25.000 ernp., yes by the ceiling he has had, it will be helpful."
'NEW YORK - A veteran police officer conceding that a
detern-nned a:sassin coiTld have killed President Johnson here
despite elaborate security precautions:
`If someone had wanted to get the President, he could
hail. done it . . . there is just too much to watch."
NEW ORLEANS -- Delesseps Morrison, victor in a preliminary Democratic primary for governor, calling for a positiv4 campaign in the upcoming run-off:
'We don't at!aek anyone or indulge in personalities or
name-calling, back-biting, or mud-slinging. Louisiana has
had enough of this kind of negative polith-s."

anced ticket.
There are only two spota on a
presidential ticket It is being sugPRIEST-A nurse tries to make Msgr. Francis
"SIGN FROM THE CHURCH" MADE HIM BE
gested now that the Democrats
X. Fitzgibbons comfortable in Mary bun ulate Hospital, Jamaica, N Y., where he wee
may desire to balance their presifok en after suffering a savage beatieg about the head at the hands of Andrew Murphy,
dential ticket next year with a es43. a locksmith and former mental patient. Patrolman Philip Joy holds Murphy by the
thetic nominated to run for vice
shirt, and also holds thesieng metal -itan fifsy Sailiphy admitted using. because "I had •
president with President Jotuason
sign from the church." The beating took .place in the basement of Christ the King Church.
Monsignor Fitzgibrons is in critical condition
Fur example. Newsweek remarked
that the Democrats' most, critical
1.964 decision would be on the vice
presidential nonunation and add- racial balance and thereafter, who tl.e choice be math.? Perhaps by beaome a segregated Job in New
little !unite of odd man York City. It has become a political
ed:
knows what balance, further to placiag a
tradition to nominate for that post
-Robert F Kennedy would have confuse the already imperfect means oat.
a Negro. There are a few jobs in
Strange Situation
sentiment:0 attraction. Kennedy the by which presidents are nominated
the federal government that have
late President's brother is also a for that office. And if there is to
The all -'it balanced ticket syCatholic to balance Lai's Protestall- be religious balance, shall Protest- Ot cm 'is likely to be accomoamed by conic to be considered the preserve
of a member of a given race or of
tiSt1L7
ants and Catholics only lie con- it ,triinee kind of racial segregation a woman.
Advance Shriver
sidered or, for example, should Jews in political office. The office of
The late President named AnRowland Evans
A colummat
how would thorough president of Manhattan has drew Hatcher as his assistant press
Sargent get their turn? And, it so.

and Hobert Novak advanced
Shrocr the late President's brotherin-law as President Johneona current choice for a 1964 running mate.
• The writers remarked that -for
whatever it is worth, Shriner would
couple a northern Catholic with a
I
.
southern Protestant" on the 1964
'SAIGON-. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge. on the pos51- ! presidential ticket
batty of his running for the Republican presidential nomiOstiers. including notable Protestnatin in 1964, reportedly advocated in a Ilies.o.,tt• by former ants. are being mentioned as likely
Pretident Dwinht D. Eisenhower:
Democratic vice prosidential noalt-

-I have not received any such message If I did receive
such a mesaiige I would consider it and take a good hard

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger a: Times File
W. D. Shoemaker. Gas ion Thurman. Jr and H. W."Stub"
Wilson were installed Monday night as new members of the
Cut Council. Other members are Earl Littleton, Guy BiklingIton and Burgess Parker. George Hart, who has served for 16
yea's. is the mayor.
Mrs. Billie McKee', who has been seriously ill. is improving. at her home on the Benton Road.
;Quent Wilson. just after celebrating his golden wedding
anaiversary,at his home on Sunday, went to Memphis as an
op4rative patient and has been critically ill there since.
• Masters 6f 4turay high School, West Kentucky Conference Champlon football team, will give a dinner honoring
thlm at Kenlake Ho•el Deeerr o
- er IR

system.
After religious balance would conic

hooked that way ionim

FOR

KARYN KUPCINET THREATS-Los 'Angeles ponce are invesUgating these pasted•up threat n.cssages given to them by
actor Andy Prine, onetime boy friend of *slain actress Karyn
KupcineL He said both found SUS cnt mit me 'sages pasted
On their doors several months aria Then they each moved.
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There Must Be An

heritage committed Nov. 'a, 1963.

happened

was

not America's fault.

EASIER WAY
There is! But don't wait until
you need snowshoes to do the
job. Fix yourself ROMP Imc-cost
storm windows NOW' l'ick ap
a few II .re's F 4SLON Stoi as
Window Kits and tack 'em up

the tat-king's stIll easy.
Each EtSI-ON Kit contains
clear plastic, mokling & nails.
EveryOung for a complete
storm window. Best of all
only 390 at our lead a ui
while

(CLOSED SUNDAYS)
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Dial 753-5111
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ms:Itgrtes look like In Tokyo, they resemble old
IN CASE you've always wondered what
These are some of the 550 new ones
fashioned coal furnaces, or maybe big sewer tile
for the New Year's rush. Postal authortbeing installed, not for the Christmas rush, but
New Year's cards, an increase of 70 million.
Kiel expect to deliver some 940 mellon
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kflocked Christmas Trees

Drive out, choose v our tree, then viatch as one of --a
•
our professional men flock the tree—in this manner :
.•;r
you can decide for yourself boa heavy you would
•
like your tree.

FLOCKED TREES - $3.50 u
We Also Have A Farce si•lef tit,ii Of • • •

TREES • ALL SUES

* Door Arrangrments
IA
:A
* Centerpieces - 2.00
A
* Free Greenery for Customers :A
-a
* White Pine Roping *-----* A

GLINDEL REAVES
Lynn tiTove Road

Dial 753-5111
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The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

Ambrose E. BuniSide had not
wante•1 to be command••r of
the Army of the Potomac in succession to
George B. McClellan. After two refusals of
Use post, he accepted at the urging of other
pinerals who feared that Lincoln and Stantan, would make a worse choice than Burnside. Relieved after his mishandling of ttie
army at Fredeneksbutg. the Indianian was
happy to be placed in a lower command.
In September 1963, he was acquitting the

No. 352

judgment of Lincoln and Stanton in giving
him another chance by placing him at the
head of the Army of the Oho.
When Burnside took command, Confederates held Cumberland Gap, at the border of
Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia, about 45
miles northeast of Knoxville. It had been a
gateway for travelers through the Appalachians since its discovery by Thomas Walker

nooga and the east. The Gap rem:cried in
Union hands the remainder of the war.
—CLARK KINSAIltb

CHRISTMAS CLUB
FOR 1964
Now Open!
I Iiiirnsiiteta firniy movine through (*timberF'
1.o.•••.io:,
pletered In itenem
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Ano•ri,
1.1.1 hi•stor), ''The ('ii II V. ar
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close order,
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JOIN OUR

in 1750; it was the route for Daniel Boone
and those who followed h.rii from the coastal
plain into "the Lark and Bloody Laud" they
named Kentucky.
Naturally, Cumberland Gap was a strategic point that changed hank several times
in 1,161 .and Vila. A Rebel fort overloo'king
the narrow defile, held by some 2 ',Oil men
under C'n. John W. Frazer, became 'the
object of a campaign his old fellow student
at West Point, Burnside, directed effectively.
Frazer was forced to surrender by the out-

come of a three-day battle that September
of 1463.
The Bernside victory deprived the Rebels
of a lateral (railway line between Chatta-

•

so much
fun to
shop with
cash ...and
an easy way
to get it
is to ...
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CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOS
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Large Selection Of
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FLOCKED TREES
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500 NO. 4th STREET
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Helps to guarantee natur.il green (blur,
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ArtiAMANAXAMANANANANANANANANAA'V.4.4iid:C:P.i.

Coated With Greenzit Spray
Those trees were per..,e.aliy .selected by us in the
Northern part al the colaitry.

* •
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SHIRLEY FLORIST

Scotch Pine Trees i
freshness, and needle retention.

.1

•

yours. We will deliver it when you want it.

Phone 753-2621
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On display now in our Greenhouse. Come and select

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
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CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
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MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main Street--

John Kennedy was struck down
by a Man whose mind had been
warped by an alien violence, not by
a native condition Dallas, in good
heart and a deeply troubled conscience. of course regrets that it
had been recently the scene of a
thoroughly reprehensible reproach
to another political leader. But that
was bad Manners. It was not of the
same order, by any stretch of even
a troubled imagination, as the violent felony that one who was only
an occasional resident of that city
and a stranger to the American

stranglehold on presidential tick- America must believe in itself now•
ets We should be too smart to get and behave as though it does. What

But the scattered emphasis on
presidential ticket balanced beOwen Catholics and Protestants is.
ertheless. significant and something wholly new to presidential
Geographical balance long
has been an accepted fact of U. S.
nees

is likely to be much diminished if
the balanced ticket deadweights the

It was not a flaw in the American
system or the American character
that struck down John Kennedy.
It was not the sin of a city or of its
citizens It was not a tragedy that
struck from some dark stain of
vielence on the American system or
In the American soul. And we do not
serve the best interests of our nation, of truth, or of the memory
of a murdered President by letting
wrongly placed recriminations overcome the good sense ut this great
nation and its people.

America's greatness is what we
secretary. Hatcher was the first
Negro in that job. You many be sure are seeing now, as an entire nation
that from now on there will be a mourns Os last President, rallies
Negro press secretary or assistant behind its new President and gets
are s
secretary for many. many on with the business of freedom and
freedom's cause Let us mourn the
:• to Conte,
.
her, ble event but let is not mourn
might a religion or a race get for the American soul --for that
•_- .tsanalehold on a party's ticket soul is stout and lighted by truth
system could bring that about We 'lid faith. Let ,the blame be on him
just got rid of the Protestant who actually committed the crime

A

politics..
The art of presidential politics
will oecome much more complex
and na ability to pick the right men

aloe.. Whe,, fau.4104611 kIdac, ili•ordera
11 0, bum erase 'en's' ay nIaltl•. wow') .
lag. baekache. lei pales. dliolese.•
tre•1011-01.
Al'IS
-day
l
kt•Tc.
Ill
-10-i•k•
4,40)
faal la lacresabe 44111.1 regulate p.••••Age. NOW
al Hallaad Wax ta•clasO•

Mr. President, something desperately needs to be said in defense of
America et this terrible time when
a sense or sorrow too often becomes
a sense of guilt.

testants. Catholics. Germans. Italians. Negrees This is called a bal-

•

DON'T GET UP NIGHT'S
ft takes Just :toe amid 11.it hours to start
drug
Oyf 11.011C) Inset 0 aso
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PEOPLES,BANK
MURRAY U KY.
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Navy And Texas
in Cotton Bowl

t CORRECT

IME and
4PERATURE
OR NIGHT

By. JOE GERGEai
l'nited Press International
-beaten but unbovied Southern
Met )(list found a place in the sun
and
o more service academiesNavy xl Air Force--gained expected bo
berths as a result of eaterday's c ege football action.
0 Navy,
he nation's second ranked
team, s ' ved a last-minute scare
from
. to squeeze out a 21-15
victory an4 immediately accepted a
bid to play op-ranked Texas in the
Cotton Bo . The Air Force rallied
to defeat
lorado. 17-14 and earn
a Gator Bowl Berth opposite North
Carolina.
But the biggest surprise of the
day was triggered by SMU. The
alu.staings finished their season the
V me way they opened it ...with a
loas. Baylor stung Southern Methodist with a 20-6 victory to hand
Hayden Fry's Mustangs a 404seiison,
on. a record
calcula
to
the eyeshardlytc of bowl officials.
Yet, the Sun Bowl Sunday announced that SMU would meet
Oregon (7-3) on Dec. 31 at El Paso,
Tex.. in the Southwest classic's new
30,000-seat stadium. Southern Me2aochat's acceptance is subject to
The approval of the Southwest Conference. where the Mustangs finished sixth in the eight-team league.
In contrast to SMU, third-ranked
Pittsburgh was left out in the cold
with no place to spend the holidays
but home. The Panthers edged Penn
State Saturday. 22-21, to close with
a 9-1 record, their finest season
since Jock Sutherland's great 1937
club.
Ai Navy. the only team to defeat
Igat. also finished the season with
a 9-1 mark when time ran out on
Army with the Cadets poised on the
Middies' two-yard line. Army had
rallied from a 21-7 deficit in the
fourth period beland the rumung
and play - calling of quarterback
Rollie Suchweh.
The Cadets, who had scored the
first time they got their hands on
the ball, narrowed the gap to Mx
Seats when Suchaeh burst over
from the one and then ran for the
two-point conversion on a calculat-
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SPORTS PARADE
By OSCAR FRALEY
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK ,eet - The year is
not important. Only the spirit.
Maybe you'll remember that in the
era following World War I they had
at Notre Dame a football player
named George Gipp who promised
to become one of the greatest of
them all. Except that he was taken
ill and died.
An there came a day thereafter
when Knute Rockne gathered around him at halftime a Notre
Dame team which was being beaten by Army and told them of the
"Gipper's" last request_
"Ole told me that, someday when
things were going bad, to have the
team win one for the Gipper,"
Rockne said to them.
Trounced the Army
Notre Dame went out and ground
Army into the ground. And, as a
guy named Jack Chevigny, later to
die with the Marines at Iwo Jima,
burst into the end zone with the
winning score, he looked up into
the heavens and yelled:
"There's the one for you, Gip-

eci gamble. After recovering an onside kick following the score, Army
drove to the two, but fell just short
of a sensational upset.
Pat Donnelly, the Middies' junior
fullback, scored all three Navy TDB.
The sailers now meet Texas on New
Year's Dey in Dallas, the site of
their only defeat of the season, a
32-28 loin to Southern Methodist,
Air Force quarterback Terry Isaacson passed for one touchdown
and ran for another to lead the
Falcons over Colorado. But Isaacson
fell just six points short of winning
the national scoring crown, held
Jointly by Cosmo Iacavazzi of Princeton and Dave Casinelli of Memphis State.
The victory gave the Falcons a 7-3
record and earned them their first
bowl appearance since 1958, Ben
Corny, maybe. And it is possible
Martin's first year as head coach.
that the "Rock," a master strategist,
SMU, whose chief claim to fame
also was-guilty of a bit of -con."
is back-to-back victoria< over Air
But he taught them, as Chevigny
Force and Navy, dropped its fifth
proved later on the field of battle,
conference game and helped set
the value of the indefinable somesome records in the process-some
thing called "heart."
of Don Trull's records., The Baylor
Which makes me feel a slight bit
quarterback, the top passer in the
ill when I read sonic of the things
nation, for the secood consecutive
they blamed on the tragic happenyear, now has handled the ball on.
ings in the city of Dallas.
more plays ,4060, thrown more completions 1174), and gained more, Such as the story out of Australia* alisn Dennis Ralston was
yardage passing 02,157) in one season than any other player in major, beaten in the South Australian tennis finals.
college football.
Trull passed for one touchdown,' It alibied that a "listless" Ralston
ran for another as Baylor. already bowed because he was -saddened"
the death of our President. He
selected for the Bluebonnet Bowl. by
secured Its seventh victory in 10 had gone on the court, it related.
games. Trull's favorite receiver. Lar- only after being "urged" by U. S.
Ambassador William Battle.
ry Elkins, also set an NCAA record
of his own with 70 pass receptions
Needed A Rockne
for the season.
He should have had a
Quarterback Fred Mazurek dash- urging him on.
early
touchdown
for
a
yards
ed 17
Then, like Chevigny. he might
in the fourth period to give Pitt have gone out and won one for
fullback
and
State
a tie with Penn
the man and the legend.
Rick Leeson toed the extaii point to
Cry in your beer if you want to
victhe
Panthers
earn the snubbed
tory Leeson earlier had scored a do so. But always I keep thinking
touchdown and booted , a 35-yard of the Rock and Chevigny and
field goal. Johnny Mic.heleson, the winning one for the ..Gipper." You
current Pat coach, was the quarter- don't surrender You fight all the
back of the 1937 Panther squad, harder The more lead in your heart
the more lightning in your mind.
which compiled a 9-0-1 record.

It's the way any skipper would want
It.
I have to hope they play the
Army-Navy
football
game this
weekend. Not because its a spectacle
or because I hope to see the Cadets
spring an upset. But because these
kids deserve to play the game they've been looking toward all season.
The bruises are there for all of
us But let's wear them on the
heart, not on the sleeve.

1-1
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AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo. The Air Force Academy accepted a
bid to play North Carolina in the
Gator Bowl after defeating Colorado
17-14
OKLAHOMA CITY - Northeastern Oklahoma Stale routed SlilsiserY
Rock. 59-12, in the third annual AllSports Bowl feature game.
Sunday
SEBRING. Fla. - Dave Ragan
and Mickey Wright won the Haig
and Haig mixed scotch foursome
golf tourneunent by one stroke.
DALLAS - Southern Methodist
accepted a bid to meet Oregon in
the Stm Bowl football gameaat El
Paso, Tex., Dec. 31.

NASSAU. Bahamas - A. J. Foyt
won the men's title and Darlene
Hard the women's crown in the
national hard court tennis championships.
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• Famous Rex Jet Flyer • 10 semi-pneumatic tires
[
/
2" wide
.„ • All steel: 34" long, 151
•

G.E. Portable
MIXER

Spring Hobby Horse
•

only $10.95

,
With Ceautilid Detailed Sadd!s-Buidi7.

!s

88
.
Plny-tested, sturdy pbstic horse 4 $8
ited magnificent black and '
g:Ad. Spring r.ctic:.
7
Charle it ...
ric!7• motion.

Hydro-dynamic with Motorized Pump or Airport Set or
Girder and Panel and Bridge and Turnpike
Regular $12.98

BUILDING SETS

Regular $4.95

BOWLING SETS - - now $2.
KISSY

now $8.95

- THIS WEEK ONLY -

20-% OFF

The Teen-Age Fashion Doll, Complete with One
Outfit of Clothes

BARS

onlyILOO

100/0 Off On All ('locks Over $5.00

ALOCKS
USE OUR
LAY-

•

1

AWAY
PLAN

$4

SAVE BIG MONEY

l Ideal - Reg. $17.95
The New Kissing Dolt by

10% Offt

PORTABOLN

G ETEhOS
E
A LL S

BURY'

PLENTY OF
PARKING

Call 753-5617

ACROSS

E. Main St.

THE STREET

Murray, Ky.
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AMERICA'S M11 CRIPMP
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Bradley Hands
Murray State
First Loss
Nationally ranked Bradley University found determined Murray
State College every bit as challenging as Racers fans had predicted
and wound up resorting to the stall
to pull out .a shaky 85-78 victory
here Saturday night.

A near capacity crowd saw the
TOLEDO, Ohio - Wheeling captured the United Football League relentless Racers press Coach "Ozchampionship by downing Toledo zie" Oeborn's powerful Braves all
the way to the final horn.
31-21.

WAGEONI!

PUT SPIRIT AND DASH
IN YOUR Yr)UNGSTER'S
CHRISTMAS!
Ki7e

k•

By NOILMAN MILLER
United Press International
Ed Brown gambled and won. So
next Sunday he and the Pittsburgh
Steelers take on the New York GiWEEKEND SPORTS SUMMARY - ants in a winner-take-all showdown
to become eligible for the National
by United Press International
Football League's $260,000 jackpot.
Saturday
The Steelers were desperate SunMELBOURNE, Australia -- Den- day. The clock showed less than five
Bakersfield
Calif.,
nis Raisten of
minutes to play and they trailed
defeated Australia's Fred Stotts in the Dallas Cowboys, 19-17. The
Victorian
straight sets to win the
Steelers were on their own 16-yard
men's singles tennis championship. line on fourth down with 14 yards
--to go. It was now-or-else, Brown
PHILADELPHIA - Navy nipped figured.
Army 21-15 for its fifth straight
The cagey 14-year old quarterback
victory in the annual service football with 10 years of pro experience
classic and immediately accepted. a dropped back in punt formation. Inbid to meet Texas in the Cotton stead of kicking, though,oBrown
Bowl.
passed the ball to Red Mack for a
42-yard gain. Six plays later, Theron
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. - Joey Sapp broke up the middle 24 yards
Giardeile captured the world mid- for a touchdown that gave the
dleweight boxing championship with Steelers a 24-19 win and kept their
an upset decision over Dick Tiger.
hopes alive for the first Eastern

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

f0:

Giants, Steelers
Clash for Title •AftniRms

Although Murray led only briefly
in the early stages of the contest
the Racers stubbornly clung to the
Braves' heels and posed a real
threat all the way.
•
Murray trailed from five to seven
points most of the way cutting the
gap time and again to two or three
points only to have the visitors
muster the offensive strength to
pull away.
Bradley took the lead 2-0 at the
outset of the contest. Murray went
on bop 4-3 and again 8-6 on baskets
by John Namciu. After dead-locking
the affair at 8-8 and 10-10 Murray
saw the Braves score seven points
for a lead they never completely
lost.
After nine and one-half minutes
of play the 'Bred.s trailed by only
four points. 23-19, following a three
pointer by Jim Jennings.
Shortly before the halftime intermission the Racers pulled to within
three points at 38-35 only to have
Bradley troop to the dressing room
holding the edge, 42-35.
Murray refused to call it quits in
the second half. Undaunted by the
highly-touted Braves and their big
69 pivoter, the 'Brecis made a strong
bid for command. Jennings' swisher
with 9:13 glowing on the field house
clock trimmed the deficit to two
points, 61-59.
Bradley quickly marshalled its
forces and pulled out to its biggest
lead of the contest. 76-66 Again
Murray's desire to win brought the
margin back down to six points and
the Big Ten power went into the
stall to preserve the lend.
Reserve guard Bennie Goheen
popped in a jumper to drop the
advantage to four points before
Bradley's 6•9 Strawder notched an
easy fielder to stave off the drive.
A final point gave the Braves their
85-78 win.
Murray's Jim Jennings took game
honors with 28 points, 13 of them
corning in the first half. Stewart
Johnson who notched a lone tip-in
the first period came on strong in
the second half and finished with
16 points. John Namciu contributed
13.
Levern Tart and Strawder each
scored 20 for Bratney. Eddie Jackson
and Ernie Thomason had 15 each
and Rich Williams hit for 10.
Tuesday night Coach Cal Luther's
squad welcomes Arkansas State and
ssturday night will spread the mat
far visiting Chattanooga.
Murray
G F
T
Schlosser
2 0-0 4
Jennings
10 8-9 28
Johnson .
8 0-0 16
Namciii
6 1-2 13
Pendleton
4 0-1
8
Varnas
2 2-3 6
Walker
1
0 1-2
Goheen
1 0-0 2
Totals
33 12-17 78
Bradley
G F
T
Tart
9 2-5 20
Strawder
wder
4-6 20
Thompson _
6 3-3 15
Williams _
5 0-0 10
,Tackson
7 1-1 15
Donley
2 1-2 5
Totals
37 11-17 86
Personal fouls: Bradley, Tart.
Strawder 4, Thompson 2, Williams
Jackson 5, Donley 2 Murray. Schlasser 5. Jennings 3. Johnson 3.
Narnciu 4, Pendleton, Varnas 2
Bradley
42 43-85
Murray
35 43-78

Division title in the history of the
franchise.
Lions I'poet Browns
Actually, it was the Detroit Lions'
32-10 upset victory over the Cleveland Browns that made next Sunday's game in New York a winnertake-all affair between the Steelers
and Giants. The combination of
Detroit and Pittsburgh victories ehmin.-tied the Browns and St. Lows
Cardinals from the Eastern race.
Here is how it works out:
The Giants clobbered the Washington Redskins, 44-14, Sunday to
emerge alone atop the Eastern
standings with a 10-3 record. Pittsburgh, which has played three tit.s..
is second with 7-3-3.
Since ties are not counted in computing the NFL standings, the winner of next Sunday's Giants-Steelers game will wind up with the
highest won - lost percentage and
qualify for the championship layoff
with its nearly $6,000-per-man
prizes to the winning players.
A tie next Sunday would make
the Giants Eastern champs on the
same basis. The last time a team
won a division title with leo victories that the runnerup waa in
1949. The Ibis Angela-, Rains won
that year with an 8-2-2 resort
compared to the Chicago Bears' 9- 3
Cards Playoff Possibility
The Cardinals remained in the
running for a playoff bowl berth
In. Miami by defeating the Philadelphia Eagles. 38-14.
In the Western Division. the Boar .
stayed ahead of the Green Buy
Packers by defeating the San Francisco Forty Niners. 27-7. The Packers beat the Los Ang Sea Rams.
31-14, on Saturday afternoon. The
Beam can clinch the title next Sunday by beating the Lions, although
that would become unnecessary if
the Forty Niners upset the Packea
next Saturday afternoon.
The Baltimore Colts defeated the
Minnesota Vikings, 41-10 in Sunday's other game.
The Steelers overcame an eat- as
9-0 deficit Sunday with the help
of Brown's second - period touchdown passes to Buddy Dial and
Preston Carpenter. but fell behind
19-17 on Sam Baker's 46-yard field
goal and a four-yard touchdown
run by Don Meredith in the third
period.
Brown's gamble gave the Steelenew life in the final period and
Sapp scored his winning touchdown
with only 1:53 left on the clock.
Extend Jinx
Detroit extended its jinx over
Cleveland, exploding for 17 points
In the third period and holdine
Jimmy Brown to a total of 61 rushing yards in 13 carries. The Browns
never have won in Detroit and have
won only one of 10 regular or pastseason games with the Lions.
- Earl Morrall threw touchdown
passes of 75 yards to Terry Barr
and 29 yards to Gail Cogdill. The
throw to Cogdill touched off the
third-period spurt that widened Detroit's 14-10 halftime lead. Defensive end Darns McCord fell on a.
Frank Ryan fumble in the end zonel
for another Lions touchdown in that

quarter.
The Giants' brilliant defense in-

tercepted seven passes. recovered
three Washington 'fumbles, and
scored three touchdowns. Dick Lynch and Stun Huff ran back interceptions 42 and 36 yards to touchdowns and Jim Katcavage scooped
up a Norm Snead fumble and ran 10 ,
yards to another score. Lyricks TD.
run with an interception was a record third for a season.
Y. A. Tittle threw a pair of touch- '
down passes and tied his own single-season record of 33 set in 1962.
The total of 11 pass interceptions
by both teams in this game aLso
tied an NFL mark.
Avenge Defeat
Willie Galirnore broke loose for a
51-yard run on the Bears' first offen.sive play and they breezed to
victory over San Francisco. avenging their only defeat this season
The alert Chicago defense recovered
four San Francisco fumbles and intercepted four passes. Roosevelt
Taylor running back one of these
30 yards to a touchdown.
At St. Lniris. Charley Johnson
completed four touchdown and
gained 315 air yards against the
Eagles. Bobby Joe Conrad caught
the last two RD tosses. Tim Brown
carried for both Eagles scores.
Johnny Unitas had another proluctive afternoon, passing for three
touchdowns in a 344-yard aerial
barrage against the Vikings. John
Mackey caught two of these scoring
aaases as Unitas set a club record
of 3,158 air yards for a season.
In Saturday's game. Bart Starr
threw TI) passes of 25. 16 and 13
sards to Max McGee as Green Flay-allied from a 14-10 halftime deficit
to beat the Rams.
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CHRISTMAS SALE
AND WE ARE SANTA CLAUSE
'63 OLDS. Factory air, double power, tinted glass, 3 non
miles.
$3495.
'63 DODGE Dart. Six-cylinder straight shift, local one
owner. Clean as a pin.
$1595.
'63 PONTIAC Star Chief 4-Door. Factory air, double
power, dark green with white top. Slick as a slat''
$2995.
'63 PONTIAC Catalina. Factory air, double power, tlo•quoise in color. All wool and a yard wide. .... $2795.
'62 OLDS' Dynamic 88. Power steering and brakes, 4-wa'•
seat, light green in color, one owner from
Tenn. A steal at this price.
'62 RAMBLER. 6-cylinder, straight shift. Red as$1R
3
:
7i5-.
dolph's nose.
'61 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Door Hardtop. Local car. A ening man's dream boat
'60 DODGE 4-Door Hardtop. Double power, new $
ti:r5^9
Hot as a town marshal's pistol.
$995.
'59 CADILLAC 4-Door Sedan. Factory air, full power.
The car has 43,000 miles but looks like it has only
10,000. One owner from Paris, Tenn.
'59 PONTIAC 2-Door Hardtop. She's a car for th$
ey
214o99
1:n5g.
at heart and just look at the price
only $995.
'59 CHEVY Nomad. V-8, standard transmission. Bla-k
as a crow and ready to go.
$915.
'58 CHEVY 4-Door. 2-tone blue, 6-cylinder, stand:1-d
transmission. A Murray one-owner. A Santa Clans
special.
$795
'58 PONTIAC 4-Door Hardtop. Solid white, red interior.
Faster than sound.
'58 MERCURY 4-Door Sedan. Solid black.
'59 STUDEBAKER 4-Door. 6-cylinder, standardtr
$64$
a
96.1
t 2s
505-1
mission with over-drive. It's as economical as Sant i's
'57 OLDS 88 4-Door Sedan. Local. This is one of Sand
$6e5r0s
.
and Purdom's little doozies
$585.
'57 PONTIAC 4-Door Hardtop. Double power. This
bargain, only
$585.
'57 FORD 4-Door Fairiane 500. Automatic transmission,
clean as a hound's tooth
$
'57 FORD 4-Door. Black and white, automatic tran
5s
4mis
9.95-.
sion,power steering. This is a Christmas gift within
itself,
$395.
'57 BUICK Romaster 4-Door Hardtop. Spring time all
year round-end power to go with it.
$549.95.
'57 OLDS Convertible. Ropgh and _ready and pink as
Santa's nose.
$395.
'56 FORD Station Wagon. 9-passenger, V-8, automatic
transmission. Boys, this is it! A hunters' special at
only $395. If you- don't like this one we have another
just like it except it has power steering and Mom -an
go hunting in this one
$395.
'56 OLDS 98 2-Door Hardtop. All power, this car has
only 43,000 actual miles. If Santa had his choice he
would be driving this one
$599.95.
'55 PONTIAC 2-Door. Fair little car with a low price
tag.
$275.
'55 PONTIAC 4-Door. Fair to rt:11cldlin.

$225.

'57 PLYMOUTH. F'air.

$295.

'55 OLDS. Rough. Bargain.

$99.95.

'61 FORD ECONOLINE VAN. It is truly a winter wonder
land special at
$749.95.
WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M. UNTIL
CHRISTMAS FOR THE CONVENIENCE
OF OUR CUSTOMERS
* We need to lower our inventory before the first
of the year and we are passing these bargains on
to you.

See A. C. Sanders, Wells PurdoIti, Jr., or Bennie Jacksoi,

SANDERS-PURDOM
MOTOR SALES
1406 Main Street

Phone 753-5315

! 41..TR

TER LEDO 1111

1

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-1916
or 753-4947
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Dear Abby ...

Right...But Wrong!

ff/Ovde

Abigail Van Buren

The Memorial Baptist Church
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 pm.

Social Calendar

A Lovely Wedding," send 50 cents to
Abby, Box 3865, Beverly Hills, calif.
• • •

Mercer- Willoughby I'ows Read

PRZ211.11=1/152==aae

• • •

The Murray Branch of the AAUW
will meet at the home of Miss RoMonday, December 9th
the First Methodist Church WSCS
pm.
The Flint Beptiat Chursh ViaMEll will meet in the social kiall at 7:30 berta Whanah •at•7.30
•
vaI meet at the home of Mrs Paul pan.
The Paris Road Homemakers Club
•••
Hopkins at 10 30 am
a al Meet at the home of Mrs. Elmer
The Sigma Department of the
The First Baptist Church \VMS Murray Womana Club will have a CollinS at 1130 a.m. One dollar gifts
be exchanged.
will teems in. teak of palter for Christmas party for the church at
• • •
fareall nuissions at the church at 610 pm. Hostemes will be Mess
The Kings Daughters (lass of the
9.30 a.m.
dames Loyd Boyd, Z. C. Ewe. Rubin
Scotts Geove Baptist Church will
• • •
James. Louis Kerack. G_ T. Lilly,
hate a dinner at the Triangle Inn.
The Dorothy Moore (ante of the and Gus Robertson Jr.
Huaoands of the members will be
a • •
College Preebyterum Church will
auest s.
meet at the horne of Mrs. Paul Lynn
• • •
—
Tuesday. December 10th
at 8 p.m.
The West Hazel Homemakers Club
The That Baptist Church VMS
• • •
will meet with Mrs. Koska Jones.
The American Legion and the will meet at the church at 7 p.m.
• • •
• • •
Areencan Legion Auxiliary will hold
Circle III of the First Baptist
thiir annual Christmas dinner party
The Pheteari Sunday School Class WMS will meet with Mrs. Jeddie
at he Legion Hall at 6.30 pm. Mrs.
of the First Baptist Church till. Cathey at 2 p.m.
Da ad Heura, Program Chairman.
• • •
' have a dinner meeting at the home
v-S1 be in charge of the Christmasi
of Mrs. Loyd Boyd, 1004 Sharpe
The Harvest Sunday School Class
program, which will follow the dinStreet. at 6.30 pm.
of the First Baptist Church will
ner The Legion will furnish the:
• • •
have a potluck supper at the home
ham and drinks, and the ladies arel
of Mrs. Bethel Richardson, 1007
asked to bring the e.lads and desThe Ruth Sunday School Class
sera Eaearperson Is asked to bring ; of the First Riptaa Church will Poplar, at 830 pm.

DEAR ABBY: Well, my husband juat moved into an old house. She
opened his big mouth again, and! and her husband remodeled it a
now half the neighborhood isn't little bit on the inside and 114.r.e she
speaking to lib. The school is Mile is inviting all her friends to come
&Wks from here. Our kids walk. A to a "houeetvarnung." I think she is
neighbor couldn't .get her oar start- wrong. Aren't housewarnung partite
ed, so she ran over here all excited only fur people who move Into NEW
my husband was eating his break- homes?
PUZZLED
fast) and said if HE didn't drive
DEAR PUZZLED: No. The house
a carload of kids to school, they'd
all be late. Then my husband gave Is "NEW" to her.
• • •
her a lecture on "how it would do
DEAR ABBY: A woman I work
them all good to walk, and the
school was only nine blocks away, with asked rue to her club as a
and that she and the other mothers guest. A WW1 I had never seen bein our neighborhood were spoiling fore was also somebody's guest at i
the
d s rotten by chauffeuring the club He introduced himself to I
them a distance that could be walk- me and asked me my nanse. I told I
, aad ever
ed in 15 minutes, blab. blab, blab." him.!No one tap(I *not.
Well, that's not what she came over seen 'funs belere, and they dahlia
iiaskeeli
for. so I told him to shut his mouth know ,anytglifig about bun.l
tad take me hotne. I fused.
and I drove the kids to school in If he
our pick-up truck. My husband /*ad My f end said I was dressy. as I:
I should have eaten his side. Who
WONDERThai
was wrong?
D
R WONDERINett No. at hie
inter4ted. he'll find youaitied if he's!
LIKES IT PEACEFUL
aortal.hile, he'll respect yeru for .
DEAR LIKES: Your husband. your aautiousness and will 1/14scily ,
Your neighbor didn't want advice,---preside the character references yap I
she wanted a ride for the kids. Al- wow.
upon.
I
though your husband's Ideas were
•, • •
l
sound, he batted rem in diplomacy.
• • •
What's on your mind? For a perDEAR ABBY: A friend of mine sonial reply, send a self-addressed,
• ,
stamped envelope to Abby. Box 3365.
Beverly Hills,
w-ameses
,
64 I
For Abby's booklet, "How To Have ofm-

READ THE LEDGER'S
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'El

MRS. JOHN WILLOUGHBY
• • •
a Ste F4lrt for thIenselsoe and theira have a potluck supper at the home
The
Cherry
Corner
Baptiet
Chur- laachby. son of Mrs. Brack WUchildren All Legionnaires and their of Mrs. Ptuilip Mitchell at 6.30 p.m. WS.1S will meet at the church at
2 pm. for the week of prayer pro- ch of Murray ass the scene of the loushby of New Concord and the
.
•• •
families are ased to attend.
wedding of MIS& Wanda. Mercer,' 1.41e Mr Willoughby. The Rev. Her'gram.
- • •
l' 'lire Fast Baptist Church WMS.,
• • •
daughter of airs. Ruth Merguson tart Slaughter read the double-ring
of Murray and George Mercer of ceremony on Thursday, Nov. 28.
The Seagh Pleasant Grove Hamra! will continue its week of prayer for
Wednesday. December 11th
makers Cub win meet a: the hiane , fareten nuasions at the church at
The Memorial Baptist C h ti rch Washingten. D.C., to John
The bride was attired in a streetof Mrs_ Ellis Paschall at 10 am.
WatS will meet at the church at
' 934) am.
length dress of white velveteen. Her
• • •
ea• • •
7130
p.m.
•
Nsa.,
a
Murray
Girl
Scoutsawill
be
held
at
.
siosi was attacntxl to a
a rah
.
the Murray Oallowuy County Libra- ' crawn of seed
pearls and lace. She
The Bethany Sunday School Class
The Kirlasey School PTA sall meet
The Music Chorus of the Murray ry at 10 a.m.
learned a white muff on which was
of the First Baptist -Church will, at the school at 7 pm. Dr. and Mrs
• • •
Woman's Club will have a practice
, placeti the bridal bouquet of white
have as Christmas auaner at the , Castle Parker sill present the Pros at the doe house at 1.30
pm.
.nat.aona.
The South Murray Homemakers .,,,..u
church at 6 pin. This will be a; gram.
• • •
I
Club
Sill
meet
with
Mrs.
Jest
el
• • •
potlack supper.
a... ' The Flint Baptist Church WAS'Evans at 11 a.m. for a potluck
The' brides maid of honor was
• ••
i Murray Star CthaPter No 433 s"- tell! meet at the home of Mrs. Willie lunch.
Mai Charlotte Meadows of Padu1-•-..11" all' met.
F
'Johnson at 10-30 arts.
cab. She sore a blue street-length
• • •
• • •
dress of silk premise over taffeta.
. The Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan' The Flint Baptist Church
Her headpiece sae a circular yell I
aircles of the First Methodist Chur- will meet at the church at 7 p.m.
attached to blue robe petals. Her
*Pi"
...411 I • no.
4,11%1..8
ch WSt will have a potluck supper ,
•• •
bodquet was placed on a blue taffeta
in the social hall at 6 30 p.m. Mrs.' The First Baptist Church WMS muff
'edit Farris and Mrs. Max Carman ,sai met,, at the church at 9:30 am.
Robert Meador of Murray was Mr.
will have the proaram and Mrs. J. B.
• • •
Willoughby's best man.
Wilson will give the devotion.
The New Concord Homemakers
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 will
After the ceremony the couple left
Club will meet at the home of Mrs. have a dinner meeting at the Womfor an unannounced wedding trip.
Charlie Stubblefield at 10 am, for an's Club House at 6:30 pm.
They will make their home in PaThe easiest way to save
a potluck lunch
•••
ducah where Mrs Willoughby is
• • •
s
employed as librarian at Heath High
ahead ... for your
Crafts
Club
will
The Arts and
The Memorial Baptist C h u rc h School Mr. Willoughby teaches agmeet at the home of Mrs. Ronald W.VIS will meet at the church at
rtculture at Livingston central High
Christmas gifts, holi;Churchill at 230 pm.
2 p.m.
School.
• • •
day fun
other year-Thursday. December 12th
The Lydian Sunday School Class
end expenses, too!
of the First Baptist Church will
'
K1(1
11477114111
meet at the ihamares Club House
at 6 30 p m One dollar gifts will be
exchanged.
JO.
IN

4

•
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'Chrome GRAVY BOAT
and'TRAY
Reg. 7.00
Many Other Rich Chrome (lifts
Use Our Lay-'-Way

STARKS HARDWARE
12th & Poplar

DR. THOMAS L. HOPKINS
DENTIST

wns

Jr"' C"

FIVE DAY FORECAST
By tinned Peas International
LOUISVILLF — The five - day
weather fortaast for Kentucky by
the U S. Weather Bureau:
Temperature:, will average 2 to
5 degrees below normal. Normal ah
highs 40to 41, lows 27 to 33. Cold
beartnning period warmer middle of
week turning colder again latter
part of week. Precipitation will average one-half to one inch. Chance
snow flurries north tonight wad
showers and snow flurries over state
again in middle of week.
Kentucky mean temperature/. average 38, Louisville extremes 46 and
27.

SC

Announces the Opening of
His Office for

••• NOW

the General Practice of Dentistry

WED JAN. 4—Actress Susanne Pleahette and actor
Troy Donahue, shown at Los
Angeles airport, announce
they will wed Jan 4. Both
are with Warner Bros.

203 South 5th St.

Murray, Ky.

Office Hours:

Telephone

by Appointment

753-6234

TV CAMEOS: Lute

• • •

one of these
cub classes

The magazine Club will meet at
'he home of Mrs. Clyde Downs at
2 30 pm. Gifts will be exchanged.
• • •

12 53
22 00
3070
100.00
301
22000

_1.o0
2.00
3130
500 ..

s

BANK Of MURRAY

•

Downtown Branch

Main Off.ce

Fifth & Poplar

4th & Mairl

The Olca Hampton Circle of the
Sinkinc Springs 13aptiet Church will
have a potluck sepper at the home
of Mrs. James Kusteridall at 6:30
p.m. One dollar gifts will be exchanged Each one is also asked
zo bring a gift for the church kitchen.
• • •

The Arra Dur.n Carle of the Hasel Methodist Church WSCS will
have a supper in the social hall of
the church at 6 pm with the members' huebands as guests. Gifts will
be exchanged.

-

Mem her E.D.I.0

The nel7hix,rhood

r,f *he

JNE HOUR SERVICEEMMEINEMEW

SPECIAL

DRY
CLEANING

OFFER!

— PREPARE FOR FALL —
Offer Good Monday, Dec. 9th Thru Thursday, Dec. 12th
2

ANY ONE PIE('E - PLAIN

6
o

y ONE PlEf E

8

$2.98 >

GARMENTS
- PLAIN

GARMENTS
—

$3.98

0

\( I I DEI)
41

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *

ne HOUR
NNW
**moor DRY abig"

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
East Side of The Stitt:ire

ONE HOUR SERVICE

It
I

"Sherlock Holmes" of the Documentaries
ay ED MISURE1L
"FTLISI IS an odd commodity.
You may have to track it down
for years," said Isaac Kleinerman, "or you may stumble upon
SOTTic hiahly Important, littleseen reels with hardly any effort on your part."
The tall, husky producer of
CBS's "The Twentieth Century,"
one of television's top documentary sehes, lit a cigarette, c
leaned back in his New York
office momentarily, and then
continued. "One of our most exCame programs---depicting the
Danish resistance fighters in
World War II—was one I atunis
tied upon,
was in Stockholm and told
a Swedish colleague that I intendad to go to Denmark briefly. He suggested casually that
I leok at some film on the resistance after I arrived there.
He didn't seem too enthused, DO
I debated whether I should,
since I was on a tight travel
scleaule."
Shortly after, while in Denmark, Kleinerman decided that
he'd better look at the film just
on the chance that it might be
Interesting, "I almost fell out
Producer Isaac Kleinerman (left) and narrator Walt/ate:midis
of my seat," he related. "The
of "The Twentieth Century" act him a couphs of tourmaterial was so good it made
ists in Germany. behind them is the infamous Berlin Wall.
s full show fur us."
• • •
In the State Archives in East are hired as needed for differ•THF.II,I LEARNED why it Berlin," said Kleinerman, "and ent segments. At one time.there
0,1 was itching to look at it and may be as many as four crews
Was so amazing. Research reWake] that the Nazis had de- obtain rights to some of it for working on varied programs,
Each program is preceded by
cided to make Denmark a model our shows. I kept writing to
occupation country. The restric- the director and getting no- long months of careful research.
A typical research report avertions they Imposed were not where. He just didn't answer.
"While at the British Fern ages 40 single-spaced pages.
tough. For propaganda purposes they allowed the Danes to Institute in London in July, I from which the producers cull
Shoot filmalmost anywhere mentioned this, The man I was enough significant material to
Otter pleased. Acrordnigly, the talking with said he knew the make a half-hour show. EyeDares went wild stath cameras. director and would write to him witnesses te important events
"They had them With them about me. Shortly after, I got are interviewed in depth and
during many acts Of sabotage a. call from the director's seers- their filmed comments interthey committed. The scenes tary inviting me to come to spersed with historical footage.
• • •
Berlin.
they shot were simply fantastic. East
director
was
"She
raid
the
PRODUCER
KLEINERMAN
'You'd think they were faked on
a movie lot, they Were so beau- most anxious to meet me," has -been with the series since
smiled Kleinerman. "Anxious-- its inception. Before that he
tifully filmed."
Not all such Men seen on the after six years? The film I spent some 20 years, with time
weekly series, however, is ob- finally got was worth all the out for Army service, working
tained with Bach ease. It took effort put into routing it out." in the movie and TV document"The Twentieth Century" has ary field. In his present capacabout six years of persistent effort on Kleinerrnan's part to get garnered ts total of 38 awards ity alone he has traveled more
some of the key footage cur- since it went on their in Octo- than 150.000 miles and viewed
rently being run on some of her 1957. The permanent staff millions of feet of film.
of about 35 Is headed by execu- '
—^The more film you look at,"
this year's programs.
tive producer- Burton Benjamin. he said. "the more you come to
• • •
This is comprised of Kleiner- one conclusion—cameramen are
KNEW for a long time man, office help, researchers a breed unto themselves. They
that there were mire than and film editors. Writers, direc- are intrepid and fearless under
250,000,000 feet of film stored tors, cameramen and composers extraordinary circumstances."
Distributed by King ?Nauru Broaktete

An exquisite fashion .. almost two shoes in one!
Eimer “f Diamoial Jubilee Patent on one side, matte
calf on the other. "Knit-fit" lined for gentle fit. Two
times lovelier.,, twice as smart at any price!

*12-99

..!

Adams Shoe Store
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"send 50 cents to
Beverly Hills, Calif.
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North, Mayfield, Ky.
;OR

19P

1957 CHEVY OONVERTIBLE, black,
283, 4-barrel, automatic transmis3 BEDROOM MODERN sion, new top and tires. Oall 753with 3a, acres of land. beat- 5045.
d9c
miles North of Murray on
ed
road, $8.750. Also nice build- PARTS FOR 57 CHEVY Convertible
pav
ing 1 near Stella. Phone 753-2515 and Rochester 4-barrel. tatll 753d9c
dl2c 5945.

- --1
E LEDI1ER'S
FIED ADS

CUS1 AN EAGLE: MotorscooLea 10
weeks i, has guarantee. Make nice
Christn • present. Call after 6:00
p.m. 7624346, Bob
diet
•

40 TRAILERS
•

497

;RAYY BOAT
Y

e

Rich Chrome (lifts
Lay-A-Way

HARDWARE

& Poplar

WANTcD

SALE

New and Used Mobile
Homes to Select From
LOOK . . .
This month only, with purchase of a new mobile home
we will give you a new TV
or Stereo set.
1964 Two Bedroom Mobile
Homes as low as. .. $3395.
Small down payment and 7
years to pay.
We Trade For Almost
Anything!
Phone 885-5874
GREEN ACRES TRAILER
SALES
Hwy. 51.- Bypass
Union City, Tenn.

M.101•11MUlmur

ROUTE
BOYS

20' AND 26" GIRLS BICYCLE.
Block and tackle. 100' of rope. Spanish ieaelry, a lot of different types.
d9p
411 S. 11th.

NEEDED
AT
ONCE!

ONE SURC1E VACUUM PUMP, two
Surge milkers, pipes, gauges, brackets and valves complete. Will trade
. mill calves or sell. Phone 7535r93al
flo
d9c
1954
DELUXE PICK-UP,
radio, heater, excellent, condition.
William Sims. call 753-4466.
dlOp
SOW AND PIGS. SOWS WILL farrow in about 10 days. Sows with
pigs just weaned. Also nice pigs.
Call or see Kynois McClure. Phone
753- L7'.. ea 1 after 6 p.m.
dlOp
_
latifI .,.'..,ARTERS OF BEEF. Call
753-2513.
dlOnc
BRACE Ye:Clasp...1Y FOR k 'Thrill
the first time you us:!. Blue *Lustre
to dein rugs. Rent electric an.unpooer $1. Crass Furnaturi
dl4c
•
LIVING ROOM SUITE. ELE:.,TRIC
>love Both in good condition. Phone
53-6349.
dllc
AUCTION

!,AIF

•
Apply In Person
at the

10

BUY

7

283 OR 327 SHORT BLOCK FOR
Chevy. Call 753-5945.
d9c
CARD OF THANKS
I aould like to take this aiethod to
thaiik my many friends anti neighbors, 'Abu were So thoughtful in
sending limiters, cards and gifte•t42
me ahile I vais in the hospital at
Murray and Mtinphis, and above
all the prayers that were offered in
my behalf. I also want to thank
those that helped my family at
home in many ways. May the Lord
richly bltaa each ul you is my prayer'.
Iry an Fair
itp

1-High
mountain
4-Clayey earth
8- Fruit
12- Moadow
13-appellation
of Athena
14-Singing
wire
15-Sn las river
16- Moderate
IX-Extra
Island
21 Roman gods
22-Comp-meg
point
23- Want
27-Inxect
tor vetch
fixedly
inuinei ion
31
32.11.' In delit
33-Things. in
Ian
34- Exists
:
35-Fabled
diminutive
being
37 -Carpenter's
^ft-writing nee/
39-Prefix: half
40- ilarveet
goddrxe
41 - rtirleflnit•
article
42-Pith helmet
44-Cha IMP
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"WAR" ON-House Speaker
John W. McCurmace (right)

Is backing a move to force
the civil rights bill out of
the House Rules Committee,
Chairman, Howard W.
Smith (left), D-Va , says he
won't move on It till 1964.
Signatures of 218 members
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46-Pe horns
47-31iph

44 -Arabian
seaport
46-Ilreat Lake

49-Exist
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time
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Hog Market
FOR THE BEST IN WELL PUMP
and water heater repair call Frank
Federal State Market News ServTaylor and Elroy Sykes at Taylor A: ice, Monday, Dec. 9. Kentucky PurSykes Plumbing and Ileseor Service. chase-Area Hog Market Report inPhone 753 4509. All eurk strictly cluding 10 buying s-tations. Estimatguaranteed.
fil3e ed receipts 360, barrows and gilts
_
steady 25c higher. US. 1. 2 and 3
LP YOU ARE PREEENT AT THE
180 to :ZO lbs. $14.00 to $1425. Few
Murray Drive-In Theatre Friday
nite you may take home the Candid U.S. 180 to 220 lbs. $14.10 to $14.50.
U.S. 2 and 3 235 to 270 lbs. $13.00 to
Movie news award of $325.00!!
ltc
$14.00. U.S. 1, 2 and 3 150 to 175 Ras.
$11.50 to 614.00. U.S. 2 anti 3 sows 400
FEMALE HELP WANTED
to 600 lbs. 59.25 to $10.50. US. 1 and
2 250 to 400 lbs. 41100 to $11.50.
A-1 N.Y. LIVE-IN JOBS. Top N.Y.
agency. Tickets sent. Write: Gem,
Itp
35 Lincoln, Roslyn }Its.. N.Y.
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10-Unit of
Siamese
currency
11-Flab eggs
17-Span fan
article
11-A state
abbr )
21- lettere
34- Pithy Ionian
I teal),
25 Ireland
26- VI th le of
f urnit tar
27.1',,. taiiirr•
25-Slavo
IS-Female
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30-Stitch
32- Left nut
33- E thicuplan
title
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38- Buries
40- Nimical
etre ma
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Answer to Yesterday's Pozzi•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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DOWN
1.W'r'I of
sorrow
2-Umoi
3-51,1,h
4-P:outer
r-floveraue
C,. N erlicont
7-Valhi:ft
8-Father and
Mother
9-1;111,i0.3
flute
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of the House are necessary.
DAN FLAGG

by Don fiberwoars
Tree{ WERe JUST BEYOND THE CHINESE
ENCA'APeleNT, HEADING TQWARD
e
Ye
OUR CRASH LOCATION.'

aDiaN FATRO.I.!
eh' OUTi-OST
le:ele UP OUR
CISTRESS CALL!

FURTHER UP ?PE PASO, SURVIVORS CFTHE CleNetee RECONSIAISSANCE F'AlROL
'RUN INTO THE LARGER TROOP THAT HAS
BEEN FOLLOWING FLAGG'S FARTY.

I I

re,
fir

F004.5.1 You
LET MY PREY
ESCAPE?'

/
I*

YEAR END SALE. ALL TRAILERS
1. . ilre. lash. 1 P.M. Boost hold
greatly retfueed, clearin7 out used
,•1
furn'shings. 5 horse
st,ak. 35' model. $850; 36 model,
gart..:11 La.ctor w,1.11 .,low,
•
WANTED TO BUY
$875, 1953 model 37', $925: 1968 disc, mower, cultivators. Horsemodel 35, $1.595; 1967 model, 35', drawn f.irtning tools 3 miles east of ASrMerT HOUND. EITHER Male
S1.595. Many more to choose from Hazel, first houee north of Perry's or female. Phone 762-3502, Linda Jo
Met:hews 'Trifler Rides Hiehway 45
ltc
dl3c Price.
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Row, Inc. Cop

zlee at what this is all
these damned rosesI
When it was too dark to see, MIS3 Mason? You say tie
',ea.i pour on

/

aX,

• Tyr-7.
'
C.

753-6234

I)

meant ' boy Isn't dome so hot if
" play, Ketterene Mason work, he went in. He d
too!: el up tee i' emcee' num- to see Steve Morehouse to- chool?"
"He's doing very poorla."
She waited ;night. Out ne was too tired to
bet ano diaku
Katharine. "I'd like to Lila
seid
i
be
might
what
on
concentrate
the
tore
ti
riees
tour
gir
Brim
a little. before we Case
you
with
to
What
questioning.
tricky
Aiello?"
answered.
was
.
ph. 71t
him in, please-he's roma
the neateters. Bicknell 7"
He telt drained of mental suppose-"
"Why, yes."
"Oh. sure. In his roo:n.
"Mrs. Bicknell, this is Miss energy as well as physicai. He
was reMason. I'm iltedoil a teacher took a long cool shower, and O.K.. sure." Bicknell
laxed and friendly, his wile telt
Ed like very much to diee•tiss simply clad in shorts made himMr skirt neevoeely,
Conlon with you. nis school- :self a stiffish brandy-and-soda, pleating
tiv.
*mu and so on. lie mill going sat opposite Laura in the
"He a had a very peer Itere.-Ito yam this grade, you see un- mg room. Laura was br4waing
Hee et ‘.•
teal ne starts doing a lot better through the dictionary of ing in reainng,
that's such a baele t...
I'd like to talk it over with you names.
difficult," she corn-. Naturally ne finer it V.
"It a
Sri 'us tather-1 thought if I

•

•

I.

follow th? enu-swor.a
could coine to gee you, this eve- plaints" "1 suppose my own to
vi 'I
t try I thone.r.t.
fling it you re free-or tomorm fault for marrying anybody doesn
tie •
t
named Varallo. It seems to call could posse ley arneerow ?•
tee) I! :7
said Mrs. Bicknell. ; tor a Latin name but t'm not side tutoring? It 0
I'm sure, it ne
She sounded alarmed a n d Latin - my mother's maiden enormously,
he's really
puzzled. "What d'you mean ex- name was O'Brien, after all-- try, because
:and 1 don't want a boy named little boy." At meet normal, ete
ac.iy. Miss Miss-"
' Luigi or a girl named Maria." added to herself: but you nee
"Mason."
"There s no law about It,' to flatter parents.
"1 don't get what you -Just
Bicknell looked at ilia wit:.
beraiure ne isn't d0114 90 good Varallo pointed out. "Neither do
and got out eignre.tes. -Well
at school? I mean it's nice ot 1, actually."
tell you. Mies Mason, ene
yeti, take so much interest • "I "It a not every ordinary name I'll
it'll be no surprise ti
"Well, there are a couple of , that seems to go with Varallo. I suppose
you --1 can see you know kids-other aspects I'll explain when I Do you like Matthew?"
' we nave had a little prohlere
1 see you. We try to give the' eNieteecnuch."
Gordon playing hookey.
children as much individual at- I "We could fall back on John, with
year, the year before. la:
tention as we can. veet Mem.' but Its m'her too ordinary.... Last
Died to talk to him about It
and Gordon - well. he .reiher ; Nicholas? I'm thinking seriousJust plain Mary for a girl." but, well--you know Itide.
puzzles me. Ant I 'loot sup- ly
nice," said Varallo been a little probhan."
pose !his is the f et trine -you-ve 1 "Very
"But that was only to he ee
had one oh his teaeliers talking ' somnolently, and yawned. Gid.
Con clawed up the chair Jumped peeted." said Kaihalene. "Nate
.
to you, er it ?"
bortei and reettless a,
"eVell-" said Mrs. Bicknell • into his lap, and sniffed in- rally he's
terestedly at his drink. "You're school, bec• Ise he ran t join in
Ketherine thought she isIn
I haven t received hi,
swims very intelligent. - "Welt, starting young," said Varallo, the work.
records from his old school yet,
his lather- 1 mean, he'll be laughing at him,
• • •
but I should he getting there
ki id or mad- You wane to
ke ATHARINE pressed t h e any day. I want to see whae.
ceme by tee maw, see us?"
had to ra•
"It it wouldn't inconvenience 1-% doorbell of the Bicknell other teachers have
house, feeling very curious shout port about him,
YOU, please."
"But if he Can manage to
"Oh. Well, I'm sorry, we got Gordon's parents. It was exactly
seven -thirty on Saturday even- catch up to his age level--we got people coming for
sometimes a good remedial readner tonight. Maybe tomorrow ing.
Almost at once the door Mg course can do wonders-night ?"
geas interested, 1 m
"That's fine. Abele seven- swung open, to reveal a plump- and once he
get to like school."
thirty? Thank you Mrs. Hick- ish dark woman of ahont thirty- sure he'd
five. "M-Miss Mason? Ceerne She was still puzzled that Gornen. I'll be there then."
• • •
right in, I'm Gordon's nintitee don had beer allowed to get as
bu'. she
0THING show ,d on In Meg- It's real nice of you to take the far as the fifth grade,
didn't say so.
,
lees garage. There were trouble-"
"You really think so? Maehe
said Katharine
"Not at
several lengths of 'id clothest tecn could meaninglessly, Mrs. nicknell you can recommend some tealine in a corner ,
cher like that who could,-. 1" He
have been used ter ty i•ng up waS a tittle nervous. Typical
an rec, aPaul, nothirg eutwardia to say ordinary housewife not used sounded interested
ttire.
they had beer. F tit they'd be to having many visitors, maybe
"Of course. I do wish you'd
sent into the lab, :or analysis of even a little awed by an eduthink about it, Mr. Bicknell. and
dust and Co foetii, to see cated teacher? She wasn't badlooking, if a trifle overweight: enter him for a remedial course.
whether Soeir I nk 'emerged.
And there a
weia. :a couple of blood- and she'd taken trouble with her As it is, he's
another aspect too. Yet) see, he
stained clothe, probably the makeup, her clothes. She wore
doesn't seem to nave made any
ones Riegeer had used to clean a plain black crepe dress, a disfriends at Verdugu at all. The
up the car, nothing to do with creet costume brooch at one
other children think he's. well,
shoulder, matching earrings.
Paiii.
"Come right in-this is Gor- backward because he call read
It was an unproductive day.
90 on. It's Very had
Varallo event home at six, and don's father - Miss Mason, well and
for him, you can see, feeling
after dinner spent an hour and Bert -"
"Nice to meet you, Miss Ma- left out of everything."
a halt over hiS roses. He
sprayed generously, got almost son." He wasn't had looking
"Slowly, anaillinely, the
half ?he hack-yard beds weeded, either, neat In clean sports shirt
crossed the room to shine
and clipped off all the dead and slacks: his handshake was boy
before him. Ills father pet
reessoms. lie straightened from firm, and his smile made him
shone
yanking omit the weeds and almost handsome, sheaving even hls hands on Cordon's
. . ." The story reaches
grim:wet Why the hell he'd white teeth. "Sit rldwn, won't dere
get involval with all you? Now, we're a little puz- • climax here on Monday.
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Telephone

PEANUTSAD

ROBERT A. TAFT JR., son of
the late senator known as
Republe an" anal grandson of President William
Howard Taft, is shown in
Cleveland where he conferred
With Republiain leaders on
running for the U.S. Senate.
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by Ernie BUSIU11111PY

I HCFE SANTA
I CLAUS GETS
THIS LETTER

TO HAVE
SANTA'S
ADDRESS

OH, JUST
PUT DOWN
"NORTH POLE"

9

I KNOvV
MY
RIGHTS,
MISTER

Id
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SLATS

'...S.J f.-tT THIS WRONG, b./STER.
I 11/;'.7; TR','!`' I'DO ying
4Gpit.--_ YER DAI.IGHIER. A
HELM' HAND-

by Raebbst, Van bums

,uGHTER G,
A
TELL ME THE TRUTH WHO STARTED
THIG4
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a
t • I •' 14.
01.
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by Al Coo,

LIL' ABNER
Ii'WOuLDN'I EE LEGAL TO
MAP.PY A WITCH, HOOMINI
c...;.T ILE!! AN -51-iuDi.iER!- GOTTA
PUI- F0.\\/IVI A INHOOMIN WEDDIN?!

V/HuT'S
L-LIKE,
SAM ?

IT'S GHASTLY!! F
AN LIST ENS TO A
RECORDIN'0'GECRGE
JESSEL
'WAGON WHEEL'

rHET WAS

WORSE IS C-C(."

INHOOMIN!!

NEXT,AH GIVES MAHSELF
A PRIVATE. RE-PRUIQ OF A
TV INTERVIEW WIF
1%)1AC:0ME
'i-YO'LL
NEVAH LIVE
THROUGH ;T.!!
,
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NOW VOU KNOW
By United Press Internadonal
Martne biol ,..ttsts using hydrophones report that fish cackle.
yowl, wheeze, nook, bark. groan
anti snore, according to the Nis, toozrapii e Magazine.

Pace Quickens
Near Noon
hi The House
By I)It'S M"E:ST
l'nited Press International
W ASH1Ne:TON
I
11.1 - A'saw
•,hout 11 -45 a. m., on days when the
H,-•se of Representatives is meet -ts at nosh the pees quickens.
S imetimes it only shifts front
• - harry to languor. hut it quickens
•-•etheless
R•sperters in the press gallery be0 Vlie* tt their typewriters and
•id for the doorway. They move
• nearly the speed of lig.ht-a light
.nk.
A bystander unfomiliar with the
•
-,"<ways of the Capitol might wont - what had promotegl, the mi. hon And should he inquire of
.
• nature, his wonderment would
rt.]y increase.
Kennedy family A MONET IN MEMORY OF KENNEDY-The
11.' would be told that. the torCla.ide
has presented this oh by Frr nch immessiunist
-...1-,:aiden!..s crowding around the
d.
Monet to the White House in memory of the slam presid.
:
tator were on their way to -catch
un
It is entitled "Matinee Sur Is Seine" IA Mosning
'is speaker"
Seine and subtwed -Beau T..nips" Good IA...la t he! • Alta.
+.,har• the peaker" is a daily
iht ea Ito, Tn.
it n.,ng,
1. ,..,I.ne
•:-.11 in the Hey;se As a form of
• e he. It our ...is:xi favorably with
.tchintz mecnheams.
1E:plains Meaning
For 'he benef:t of those not con. esselit with setrnalistic jargon. I
ex-••lion that reporters do not
e .:ally 'cater.- the - speaker in the
the of encompassing him with a
or standar ,:nder his window
hristreas ..tio;•ping rdririg Nou out! H.,'" •
.th a firemen's net.
rres.d:t" Herv's a • Acoestion th.t: o.re t.
The term mean) that they are
0.1
ra mlrr .r' A
Zi.N.ss mirror th.h sill ret:
.iirz to the speaker's reghlar mornthoughtfulnes.s then- diet for Near, and years At Fluey's
og news conference and try to
Supply yo.; cat ch000e from a wide selection of styles,
itch hint saynut something nettsprices Fi.11-lencth mirrors for cleset doers. beam ifut'.
. irthy. Which rarely happens elmirrors for the wall. decoratite mirrors for the hi inc . •
"er
room Bucy a 13..ildir.e Supply mirrors are- rea•-le oi Par,:
7
....Wei the years Fpeak,
Glass. hem ground for more perfee: al.:Ie.-hens Ni •
Ii amazingly unspoken
made' SD. fcr a happy ansver to etihr
problem tin Raeturn. D-Tex . developed
Bucy's 13,11;cials Supply 62? S 4th Street and choose a Parallel-0-loommunicattvensas into a fine
Plate mirror 1,• 1111kt•
happt That's Butt's Building
-t And Jahn W :McCormack. DSupply-.
lase . the pres•eot speaker, tia_s conthe traciltidif
For a randehn sampling of Nk'ormcck's ...tt le I caught the speak- one incriun: Lilts week t'hen he
I:noted new saieri to nil, sanctum
from the House
.7rcss the c•rrid
.aarnber.
Short Session
Fy my coin:, rep niers got in
quesh.ms boron. the speaker
.fi :o prea.de over the noon sesr:pled to all LI them with
„in
rsn.'hart ei..c irnnatia .. aen
wanted to knew
PLAIN
• I, °Lt. 11
n• the.. w::h t'cie 1963 calenuar
ch-at-n to its la-t leaf. we could
c-...n.hessamil adhot that
...uniment rush a-as started.
•
ALL CLOTHES MOTH PROOFED
•
-I'm so busy I haven't had a
'lance to level on that tr..” :IL„esker said.
'he other three queries evoked
reirmnses.
PLaza 3-3852
1411 Olive
1 personally did not feel aglow
.oh et.lightenment. but a veteran
; ea'ser-:atrlier told me the netts.
had tseit more, product
•
some he ih.d attended.
•
He said there had been tones
.spe.- ker res;sinded to in...ties:
Nv.tli -off the record. no
t r

•

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
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TRW_ SERS _
SWEATERS _
SKIRTS

College Cleaners

Christmas Seals Fight TB
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HEATING OIL
Need - Call

pow

SHEL
A
4 I

.......

RENTIICNY LAKE
OIL CO.
New Concord Road
Phone 753-1323

Christmas Mirror

*
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KENTrelt•

ICE GUARD-Ara a bright idea of volunteer fiternen in Williamsport, Pa., to keep the "ears” of fireplugs [rum freezing
t.ght with ice and slush Ice forms on the threads of -the
caps and often renders the hydrants inoperative. They hope
the plastic "gift wrap" will keep them Ice-free.

Seliool Test
Has Number Of
Limitations

WE'LL

111.1. .4t
/14 Oa' 1.11/4
' :t•.• 'v'' a per,od
file results can be to, .
id n l's
s An .tidts
tilltareNd.to •
•
1; normally- exp
• lier an ide a it lu.a mu.
.1 •
ihat sterdera is learnine
—
.t ell groor tr even
By DAVID NI-DICK
tire school can be compared
UPI Edeeational sae easiest
say. If the l•oori-s on
Trd..1 exports i.suallt- are he f-s..t
Aar tet
o admit toat school tests have
v
ion:tations
./14 ....
T:NeTe are
does not matte them unfair
• II :77.'116C a low avstr.ge score.
at- os..- less. out tests should not be
the only in, thud • of judge-mu:.
• ia nostle tests are used to dis
When tests are tised in combmaver in which skills an 1ndividua
• hi - tcith i'her •••.•-•• niaticn. thev
r croup is weak. While an achieveirop,..rtsint in evaluating ;:i, nt tssi may show a general weakd.ticivals :hid groups
, -s to :_rithrostic, a diagnostic te- 'h .'e 're three major types of will show p:st which skills in ar;
chogis j.liese are tests -Artie:
may be a:1
jest;Tsed in ,
`.• T11.
.e
.
. r abliit. IQ, achievement, and
sunstraction, etc. or even a
diagnosis D.epending on the por- particular kind of addi•ital
t ... • and design of a tc-t. it :nay osse vf test is oh
ts given iiiiRidually or tr. groups. portant to the
Atility tests help to rocashre po- er.dit II it is us.s.
-ential „wheel success They give an teacher can find out jusacademic learn:ng ablli- -_oncentrate her efforts
est. Mite
:y. Gene" :11y they give a realistic
With the trotting nu:niter ot
1
picture with some exceptions
for admission t
.tcpisin
rho• -.7rDup type hod will supply ! je
have become incresuiteach:r with a reasonable idea college.
,:!:e that iagly inn...ortant• Wheel a a
of the tot::: -Sass !et -.1 7t
space• a
any one or more of the s -ores not •nes me:it- applicants than
major effect on the clv.ice most be made as to whe
Issuallt hate
natar..1
everaze An individual IQ ..'•- huld be accepted They
-•
students
test, given by a professional, will ...t to coos* these
succi
CA11111.`it` of that stu- have the best chance for
a
t
s,Entrance tests are one of th.•
nt'.Schievernent tests give a picture used for evaluation.

BANISH

THEM FOR GOOD
the persistent presence
if silverfish getting you
down? We'll ifet them ou•
of your house or apart
nut!
GET OUR

For Merry Christmas giving—give extension
telephones! The size is right. The shopping's
easy. They're good all year round.
The slender little Princessi0 ... the familiar
desk set.., the convenient kitchen wall phone
... any one makes a merry Christmas gift.
To order just call Southern Bell or ask
your telephone man.

FR El"

ESTIMATE
We exterminate oests of
nst

all kinds at Ic•

ULM'S PFST
CO NFR 01.

Southern Bell

Phone 753-3914

c
14111111111111166k
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Mr. Catalina
captures the look of
VITALITY
in men's sweaters...
our professional

Automatic Washe

SANITONE

re."-=
111414W/PiA4PIPWr.
The Perfect

Dryrleaning
with miracle
S4t-SEt,,

GIFT
Loveturdl

keeps it there.
II •• tt'air ft'••

lined
°

CURTIS
1yri

MATHES
Giant ag•tardr
prondes rrasr•ng
actor for tie
lease:v. OVA SfrOt1
ever sari.
Pourded agitator
Irene% save
On clothes

..3'

•
Big tree ft. rt
filter keeps
clothes lant ES
even with the
gest loads

Warr., 1.!
family r.f h7rir

•a
1:n•
• rrit,• • 1.

THE WINCH! •sTER
• 23 Pietnre
• All Ilandwired
• Chassis
• 23.000 Volt Picture
Pewer
• One Full ear Guarantee-.on All Parts
• .411 Wood Cabinet

OPEN EVENINGS,FOR

T-V Service

CENTER
ROWLANE'REFRIGER4
110 So. 12th Street

_1.

- 1
f‘P' ("If (

1 E",

312 No. 4th St.
Call 753-5865
Watch Our All
Each Day

Phone 753-2825

SPECIAL
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$16995 trade

YOUR CONVENIENCE

EASY FINANCING

BOONE

r
%I.A-411.1111111111

T..vr
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Price

WE TRADE
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SEASON'S GREETINGS-A crane hoists the red spruce Christmas tree Into place in I park behind the White House Deft,
beyondo, where President Johnson will deliver his Christmas
mr•saage to the nation Dec. 22. About 80 !smaller trees will
' 'sitlent will
be paiced at the site to forrn a big crosa. Th
I
pleas a t '1 . n'
.in

Murray Limber Co. Inc.

(Cash and

Boone Laundry &
Cleaners

,01.1)EST AND LARGLU LI ‘11sER CO IN MIplitt
104 Ea,',l Maple St

Tel

753-316 i

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

Carry or Delivered)

SANITONE

1 HOUR
SERVICE

